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American Indians have proudly worn our 
ĸÒŰęłĸɌŦ�ŸĸęČłşĶ�ęĸ�úƐúşƗ�łĸú�łČ�łŸş�îłĸƦęîŰŦȧ
American Indians per capita—have had the 
highest percentage of their people in military 
service, exceeding every American ethnic  
group. - Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Former  
U.S. Senator, Colorado 

Throughout Indian Country, veterans 
have enjoyed a status of particular respect. 
Military service has been and remains an 
honorable way to serve your people. From 
the days of long ago to the present, American 
Indians have willingly taken on the role of 
warrior and protector. This long-standing 
ŰşÒôęŰęłĸ�ŰşÒĸŦęŰęłĸúô�ČşłĶ�ƥčĔŰęĸč�Űł�
ŜşłŰúîŰ�Űşęíú�Òĸô�ŰúşşęŰłşƗ�Űł�ƥčĔŰęĸč�Űł�
protect country by serving in every branch of 
the U.S. Military Services.

While American Indian nations have 
distinct and unique cultures, they share the 
ęôúÒĭ�łČ�ČŸĭƥĭĭęĸč�Ò�čúĸúşÒŰęłĸÒĭ�şúŦŜłĸŦęíęĭęŰƗ�

to one’s community. This responsibility at 
ŰęĶúŦ�şúŞŸęşúŦ�ŜúşŦłĸÒĭ�ŦÒîşęƥîú�Čłş�ŰĔú�ŦÒČúŰƗ�
łČ�ČÒĶęĭƗ�Òĸô�Űşęíúȫ��ŸîĔ�ŦÒîşęƥîúŦ�íşęĸč�
honor and status to the individual. Honor was, 
and continues to be, a quality to strive for, and 
a characteristic essential for any leadership 
role. Traditional rank in leadership was 
attained through honorable living rather than 
through material possessions or wealth. 

These shared values and ideals were 
expressed in diverse social and political 
structures of traditional American Indian 
societies. Many tribal nations had complex 
ĪęĸŦĔęŜ�ŦƗŦŰúĶŦ�ŰĔÒŰ�čŸęôúô�ŦŜúîęƥî�
relationships and behaviors. Layered over 
family systems were religious, political, and 
military societies. Each tribe’s system of 
governance served to sustain well-being and 
harmony among its citizens. 

The Northern Cheyenne Tribe had a 
sophisticated system of governance that 
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This brief history of American 
Indian military service is provided 
as a common ground for building 
relationships with tribes. 
Understanding the role of traditional 
warriors that evolved into military 
service can serve as a starting place of 
shared values.
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was established by the Cheyenne prophet 
and culture hero, Sweet Medicine. Stories 
of Sweet Medicine have been passed down 
through oral history and he is said to have 
lived before horses and the coming of the 
white man. Through his teachings, military 
societies and the Council of forty-four chiefs 
were established. Several traditional Cheyenne 
military societies remain active today, carrying 
on ceremonial duties.

Stories of warrior deeds have been passed 
down through tribal oral tradition. Both the 
training of warriors and their honorable deeds 
are known in most Native communities. These 
traditions and stories are a source of pride. The 
traditional training of warriors persisted into 
the twentieth century in some tribes. This is 
evidenced by the life of Joseph Medicine Crow. 

Mr. Medicine Crow recounted his training 
by his grandfather in the book Counting Coup: 
Becoming a Crow Chief on the Reservation and 
Beyond:

Although my grandfather Yellowtail had not 
been a warrior, he raised me to be one, to be tough 
and strong like the old-time warriors. When I 
was about six or seven, he started my physical-
education regimen. I remember it was cold, maybe 
November, and snow was on the ground.

One morning grandfather said, “All right, get 
up! Put on your pants and shirt. That’s all. Don’t 

put on your shoes. Now, run around the house 
once, in the snow-barefoot.” So I did. I’ll tell you 
my feet were really cold when I came back in.

Well, the next day, he said, “Run around the 
house twice.” Then it was three or four times, 
until I got up to twenty. I had to run around 
that house each morning no matter how cold it 
was outside. He gradually saw to it that my feet 
were tough and able to withstand the cold.”

Then one morning he said, “All right, now the 
next one. Don’t put your clothes on. Run over to 
that sagebrush over there, “ pointing to a bush 
about 50 yards away. “Run over there and when 
ƗłŸ�čúŰ�ŰĔúşúȦ�ƦłŜ�ôłƑĸ�łĸ�ƗłŸş�íÒîĪ�Òĸô�şłĭĭ�
over. Roll over about four times one way and 
then the other way and come back.” I did that. 
He made me do that every day. The second day 
J�şłĭĭúô�Ò�ĭęŰŰĭú�ČÒşŰĔúş�Ⱦ�ƥƐú�łş�ŦęƖ�ŰęĶúŦȫ��łĶú�
days it was below zero outside, it was hard to 
do, but the training never stopped (Medicine 
Crow and Viola 2006).

Mr. Medicine Crow did become a warrior 
and he served as a Private in the United States 
Army, Company K, 411th Infantry, and 103rd 
Division during World War II. Upon his return 
from Germany, he recalled his war deeds to 
elders and realized he had completed the four 
requirements to become a chief: captured a 
well-guarded horse, took an enemy’s weapon, 
counted coup (an honor earned by touching or 
striking an enemy during battle), and led a war 

party and returned safely. It is both interesting 
and remarkable to note that one of his war 
deeds in Germany included stealing horses 
from the enemy. One would think this to be a 
deed of the past, but Mr. Medicine Crow did 
ęĸôúúô�ŦŰúÒĭ�ĔłşŦúŦ�ČşłĶ�Ò�čşłŸŜ�łČ�ÒíłŸŰ�ƥČŰƗ�
łČ�EęŰĭúşɌŦ����łČƥîúşŦ�ƑĔł�Ƒúşú�łĸ�ĔłşŦúíÒîĪȫ�
Mr. Medicine Crow received the Presidential 

Counting Coup, Joseph Medicine Crow
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�şúŦęôúĸŰęÒĭ�eúôÒĭ�łČ�=şúúôłĶ�şúîęŜęúĸŰ�XłŦúŜĔ�
eúôęîęĸú��şłƑ�ŦĔłƑŦ�Ò�ôşŸĶ�Űł��şúŦęôúĸŰ��ÒşÒîĪ�
píÒĶÒ�Òĸô�=ęşŦŰ�\ÒôƗ�eęîĔúĭĭú�píÒĶÒ�ôŸşęĸč�Ò�
şúîúŜŰęłĸ�Čłş�şúîęŜęúĸŰŦ�Òĸô�ŰĔúęş�ČÒĶęĭęúŦ�ęĸ�ŰĔú��ĭŸú�
Room of the White House on Aug. 12, 2009. 
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�ŰĔú�¾ĔęŰú�EłŸŦúȰ�ŜĔłŰł�íƗ��úŰú��łŸƠÒ
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�úĸîęĭ�ŦĪúŰîĔ�łČ�ZwęĭŞŦ�íƗ�=ÒŰĔúş�gęîłĭÒŦ��łęĸŰ�ČşłĶ�ŰĔú�=ÒŰĔúş��ęúşşú�XúÒĸ�%ú��ĶúŰ�ŜÒŜúşŦȫ 
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�eÒĸŸŦîşęŜŰŦȦ��şîĔęƐúŦ�Òĸô��ŜúîęÒĭ��łĭĭúîŰęłĸŦȦ�¾ÒŦĔęĸčŰłĸ��ŰÒŰú�¥ĸęƐúşŦęŰƗ�\ęíşÒşęúŦȦ�ĸłȫ�ǴǲǶɁǶɁǲǶɁǴǷ

Medal of Freedom in 2009. Medicine Crow 
provided the following outline depicting the 
rank and deeds of traditional warriors and 
leaders while making some comparisons to 
contemporary servicemen. 

It should be noted that historically Indian 
women were also known to be warriors. Kwilqs 
was a Pend d’Oreille woman living in the 
mid-nineteenth century when her people’s 
territory was being invaded by multiple 
hostile tribes. Kwilqs chose to be a warrior and 
did so with distinction. Her war deeds were 
illustrated by Nicolas Point, a French Jesuit 
Missionary, and were recorded in a letter to 
ČŸŰŸşú�¥ȫ�ȫ��şúŦęôúĸŰ�XÒĶúŦ�>Òşƥúĭôȫ

There is a woman still living I believe 
amongst them, whose history had the romance 
of Joan d’Arc—she is now about 60 years of 
age, would never marry, always took care of the 
sick and wounded and led the tribe in all of its 
battles. In hand to hand encounters she has 
killed more Blackfeet than any half dozen of 
the bravest warriors. She made so many narrow 
escapes that the Indians, both friends and foes, 
thought she bore a charmed life and her very 
ÒŜŜúÒşÒĸîú�ęĸ�ŰĔú�ƥčĔŰ�ƑÒŦ�úĸîłŸşÒčúĶúĸŰ�
on one side and dread on the other (Library of 
Congress 1872).

Kwilqs chose the role of warrior. At other 
times, women took courageous actions to 
protect their families. Buffalo Calf Road 

tHe Making oF a croW indian cHieF

level RequiRed 
Actions

RequiRed 
AttRibutes

chief of All 
chiefs

Capturing a 
Well-Guarded 
Prize Horse

Must Have Wisdom 
in Human Affairs so 
as to Keep the Tribe 
in Unity

“owner of a 
camp” or Head 
of a band

Taking Away 
Enemy’s 
Weapon

Must Have Upright 
Character and Good 
Personality; Always 
Honest, Fair and Kind

Pipe carrier 
or Field 
commander

Counting Coups Must be Benevolent 
to all his People 
and See that all are 
Provided with the 
Necessities of Life

“A Good Man” 
or chief - 
completed the 
Four deeds

Leading a 
War Party and 
Returning Safely

Must have Good and 
Strong Medicine or 
Spiritual Insight to 
Cope with Unusual 
and Supernatural 
Situations

chief scout 
- lieutenant, 
Platoon leader 
and up

No Information No Information

scout - top 
sergeant

No Information No Information

Warrior - 
enlisted Man

No Information No Information

Helper - PFc No Information No Information

Water boy - 
orderly

No Information No Information

Cultural Heritage Series, Crow History, MSU, 1982
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Woman made this decision during the Battle 
of the Rosebud in 1876. Buffalo Calf Road 
Woman was accompanying several hundred 
Sioux and Cheyenne warriors, including 
both her brother and husband, as they were 
attempting to halt General George Crook. 

During the battle Buffalo Calf Road Woman 
ĭłŦŰ�ŦęčĔŰ�łČ�Ĕúş�íşłŰĔúşȫ�¾Ĕúĸ�ŦĔú�ƥĸÒĭĭƗ�
spotted him, he was surrounded by Crow Indian 
scouts and white soldiers waiting for a chance 
to count coup on him. Chief Comes In Sight 
ČłŸčĔŰ�ƥúşîúĭƗ�ƑęŰĔ�čşúÒŰ�ŦĪęĭĭȦ�íŸŰ�ĔęŦ�ĔłşŦú�
ƑÒŦ�ŦĔłŰ�Òĸô�Īęĭĭúô�ôŸşęĸč�ŰĔú�ƥčĔŰ�ĭúÒƐęĸč�ĔęĶ�
vulnerable to the circling soldiers and scouts. 
Buffalo Calf Road Woman charged the hostiles, 
dodging bullets, and grabbed her brother, 
carrying him to safety on her horse. This brave 
rescue on her part caused the Cheyenne to rally 
and defeat General Crook and his soldiers. The 
Cheyenne refer to the battle as The Fight Where 
the Girl Saved Her Brother (Ambler et al. 2008). 

�ŸČČÒĭł��ÒĭČ��łÒô�¾łĶÒĸȦ�ŜłŦęĸč� 
for ethnographer and photographer,  
+ôƑÒşô��ȫ��ŸşŰęŦ�îęşîÒ�ǰǸǯǴȫ�
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�ŰĔú�\ęíşÒşƗ�łČ��łĸčşúŦŦȦ�\�Ɂ¥�Í�ǳɁǷǷǰǳ
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American Indian women today continue 
the tradition and honor of protecting their 
people through military service. Lori Ann 
Piestewa, a member of the Hopi Tribe, chose 
this respected path. Lori enlisted in the Army, 
following in the footsteps of her grandfather 
who served in World War II and her father who 
served in Vietnam. Piestewa was the mother of 
two young children who were being cared for 
by her parents.

 “We’re going in,” Lori wrote in an e-mail, 
“Take care of the babies, and I’ll see you when I 
get back.” 

Lori, a member of the 507th Army 
Maintenance Company, was traveling with her 
crew in a convoy in the early days of the Iraq 
War when the caravan ran headlong into an 
ambush near Nasiriyah on March 23, 2003. 
�Ĕú�ƥşŦŰ�ƑłĶÒĸ�Īęĭĭúô�ęĸ�ŰĔú�JşÒŞ�¾ÒşȦ�Òĸô�

ŰĔú�ƥşŦŰ��ĶúşęîÒĸ�JĸôęÒĸ�ƑłĶÒĸ�Űł�ôęú�ęĸ�
combat in the U.S. Armed Forces, Lori was 23 
years old, and a Hopi warrior (King 2011).

\úôčúş�ÒşŰ�íƗ�ÄúĭĭłƑ�głŦúȦ�ȹǰǷǳǷɁǰǸǰǯȺȦ�ôúŜęîŰęĸč��ŸČČÒĭł��ÒĭČ��łÒô�¾łĶÒĸ�ŦÒƐęĸč�Ĕúş�
ƑłŸĸôúô�íşłŰĔúşȦ��ĔęúČ��łĶúŦ�Jĸ��ęčĔŰȦ�ƑĔęĭú�Ÿĸôúş�ƥşú�ČşłĶ�¥ȫ�ȫ�ŦłĭôęúşŦ�ôŸşęĸč�ŰĔú� 
�ÒŰŰĭú�łČ�ŰĔú��łŦúíŸôȫ��
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�ŰĔú��ĶęŰĔŦłĸęÒĸ�JĸŦŰęŰŸŰú�gÒŰęłĸÒĭ��ĸŰĔşłŜłĭłčęîÒĭ��şîĔęƐúŦȦ�g���Jg½�ǯǷǶǯǳǶǯǯ

Lori’s story resonated with the country, 
perhaps because she was a young mother 
and certainly because she made the ultimate 
ŦÒîşęƥîú�ęĸ�ŦúşƐęîú�Űł�Ĕúş�îłŸĸŰşƗȫ��úłŜĭú�
ÒîşłŦŦ�ŰĔú�ĸÒŰęłĸ�Ĕłĸłşúô�\łşęɌŦ�ŦÒîşęƥîú�
with an enormous outpouring of support for 
her family that she left behind. A grassroots 
movement coalesced to change the name of 
Arizona’s Squaw Peak to Piestewa Peak. The 
ĸÒĶú�îĔÒĸčú�íúîÒĶú�łČƥîęÒĭ�ęĸ�ǱǯǯǷȫ�\łşęɌŦ�
story adds to the legacy of American Indian 
women warriors.

The traditional ideals that inspired warriors 
of the past continue to affect individual 
choice for military service today. The courage, 
intelligence, and honor of our cultural 
ancestors are a source of pride. The honor of 
serving your people through the military was 
a natural evolution from the old warrior days. 
At the turn of the 19th Century, young Indian 
men had lost the opportunity to distinguish 
themselves in battle, so it was not surprising 
for them to seek this out during World War I.
¾Ĕúĸ�ŰĔú�¥ĸęŰúô��ŰÒŰúŦ�łČƥîęÒĭĭƗ�úĸŰúşúô�

World War I in April of 1917, there was a 
debate about American Indian military service. 
The debate was not over whether Indians 
could serve in the military, but rather if they 
should serve in segregated units like African 
Americans.

The debate may have been in part due to 
American Indian people not being citizens of 
the United States or perhaps it was simply 
a continuance of the practice of racial 
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Joseph Dixon sent out thousands of 
questionnaires between 1919 and 
1920.  Dixon wanted to demonstrate 
the commitment American Indians had 
toward both the United States and the 
war effort, regardless of the status of 
ŰĔúęş�îęŰęƠúĸŦĔęŜȫ��ĔęŦ�úƖîúşŜŰ�ęŦ�ŰÒĪúĸ�
from page four of Owen Hates Him’s 
questionnaire, a Cheyenne River Sioux, 
ŦúşƐęĸč�ÒŦ�Ò��şęƐÒŰú�ƑęŰĔ�ŰĔú�ǰǳǶŰĔ�=ęúĭô�
�şŰęĭĭúşƗȦ��ÒŰŰúşƗ���ôŸşęĸč�¾¾Jȫ�
�Ĕú�ôłîŸĶúĸŰ�şúÒôŦȥ�“While taking 
active part in the battle at Chateau 
Thierry latter part of July 1918 I 
was gassed and just barely escaped, 
this world war in which I took part 
is something that will be in my 
memory forever, I know I might get 
killed yet I know that I ought to do 
something for my country as we 
Indian’s are the real American’s. so 
I enlisted, and seen some hard times 
yet I am glad I have done my duty 
and I got back safely home, I cannot 
relate my whole experience there but 
ôł�ĔłŜú�ŰĔęŦ�íú�ŦŸČƥîęúĸŰȫɊ
Image courtesy of the Mathers Museum of World Cultures,  
JĸôęÒĸÒ�¥ĸęƐúşŦęŰƗȦ�¾ÒĸÒĶÒĪúş��łĭĭúîŰęłĸ�¾¾�ȲôęƐ�ȲǯǱǴ
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segregation. Whatever the reason, Indian men 
were not dissuaded and they volunteered by 
the thousands. Records vary as to the total 
number of American Indians that served in 
¾łşĭô�¾Òş�JȦ�ƦŸîŰŸÒŰęĸč�íúŰƑúúĸ�ǰǱȦǯǯǯ�Òĸô�
17,060. The statistic that remains constant 
however is that two thirds of the Indians 
that participated were volunteers. One third 
Ƒúşú�ŦŸíħúîŰ�Űł�ŰĔú�ôşÒČŰȫ��úşĔÒŜŦ�ÒŰ�ƥşŦŰ�
thought this may not seem remarkable at all, 
but we must consider that just 27 years prior, 
hostilities between American Indians and 

the U.S. Cavalry were at a climactic point in 
ŰĔú�¾úŦŰȽŦŜúîęƥîÒĭĭƗȦ�ŰĔú�¾łŸĸôúô�Zĸúú�
Massacre that ended with the loss of so many 
lives, including women and children. This 
underscores the extraordinary act of Indian 
men voluntarily enlisting in World War I. 

Indian men not only enlisted but they 
served their country with distinction. A 1921 
New York Times article by Dr. J. K. Dixon 
şúîłŸĸŰúôȦ�ɉpĸú�ĔŸĸôşúô�Òĸô�ƥČŰƗ��ĶúşęîÒĸ�
Indians received decorations.” The article 
ŜşłƐęôúô�ŦúƐúşÒĭ�ŦŜúîęƥî�ôúŦîşęŜŰęłĸŦ�łČ�

The Choctaw “Telephone Squad,” also 
ĪĸłƑĸ�ÒŦ�ŰĔú��łôú�ÒĭĪúşŦ�ÒŰ��ÒĶŜ�
Merritt, New Jersey, June 7, 1919. 
Image courtesy of the Mathers Museum of World Cultures,  
JĸôęÒĸÒ�¥ĸęƐúşŦęŰƗȦ�¾ÒĸÒĶÒĪúş��łĭĭúîŰęłĸ�ǰǸǵǱɁǯǷɁǵǳǴǱ

heroism and noted that General Pershing 
created a list of the one hundred bravest 
heroes of the war including “Corporal Sevalia, 
an Indian who swam the Meuse under heavy 
čŸĸ�ƥşúȦ�îÒşşƗęĸč�Ò�îÒíĭú�Čłş�Ò�ŜłĸŰłłĸȫɊ

A little known contribution of American 
Indians during WWI was the use of tribal 
languages to send coded messages. When 
most people think about Indian “codetalkers,” 
they are usually referring to the Indian 
veterans of WWII. However, it was a group of 
Choctaw soldiers in 1918 that presented the 
strategy of their language as a code. 

One Choctaw was placed at each of the Allied 
ƥúĭô�îÒĶŜŦ�Űł�Ŧúĸô�Òĸô�şúîúęƐú�ĶúŦŦÒčúŦ�ęĸ�ŰĔú�
�ĔłîŰÒƑ�ĭÒĸčŸÒčúȧ�îîłşôęĸč�Űł�ŰşęíÒĭ�şúîłşôŦȦ�
nineteen Choctaw served in the communication 
corps as what became known as “codetalkers,” 
ŰĔłŸčĔ�ŰĔúƗɌƐú�ĸúƐúş�íúúĸ�łČƥîęÒĭĭƗ�şúîłčĸęƠúô�
for their contribution by the U.S. government. 
They were however, honored by the French 
government in 1989 (Robinson and Lucas 2008).
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�łôú��ÒĭĪúşŦ��Ŝĭ�EúĸşƗ��ĭÒĪúȦ�Xşȫ�ȹĭúČŰȺ�łČ�=łşŰ�%úƥÒĸîúȦ��şęƠłĸÒ�
Òĸô��=��>úłşčú�Eȫ�ZęşĪ�ȹşęčĔŰȺ�łČ�\úŸŜŜúȦ��şęƠłĸÒ�ÒŰ�ƑłşĪ�ęĸ�
ŰĔú��łŸčÒęĸƐęĭĭú�XŸĸčĭúŦȫ���ĭÒĪú�Òĸô�ZęşĪ�ŦúşƐúô�ƑęŰĔ�Ò�eÒşęĸú�
signal unit and are depicted operating a portable radio.  
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�¥ȫ�ȫ�eÒşęĸú��łşŜŦ�¥�e��ȪǵǸǷǷǸɁ�Ȧ�%łîŸĶúĸŰ�J%�Ȫ�E��ǵǶ�Íe�ÄǳɁǰǷǯɁǰǸ
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While the Choctaw servicemen went 
without recognition, all World War I Indian 
servicemen were acknowledged with the 
granting of full U.S. citizenship in 1919. It 
ƑÒŦ�ÒĸłŰĔúş�ƥƐú�ƗúÒşŦ�íúČłşú�Òĭĭ�łŰĔúş�JĸôęÒĸ�
people were granted citizenship. 

The warrior tradition persisted with the 
enlistment of 25,000 American Indians 
during WWII. We know too, that poverty 
played a role in enlistment. Reservation 
unemployment rates were high. At this 
time many Indian people had been through 

both the boarding school and public 
education systems. Many came home to 
their communities with few job prospects. 
The other motivation for military service 
was patriotism—a love for your country and 
your land. Certainly Indian people remained 
attached to their homelands that had 
supported them for millennia as stated by 
Thomas Yallup, a Yakama Indian. 

As Americans, in fact the original Americans, 
this war really and truly means something to us. 
Our young men have gone forth to war and have 
been cited for bravery just as in 1918. Because 
we are Indians doesn’t mean that we do not have 
as much at stake in the land as you do. Our stake 
may not mean so much in dollars, but in respect 
and feeling it means as much and probably more, 
because of our religion about the land and its 
resources (Robinson and Lucas 2008).

Navajo men serving with a Marine Signal 
¥ĸęŰ�łĸ��łŸčÒęĸƐęĭĭúȫ�=şłĸŰ�şłƑȦ�ĭúČŰ�Űł�
şęčĔŰȥ��ƐŰȫ�+Òşĭ�XłĔĸĸƗȦ��ƐŰȫ�Zúú�+ŰŦęîęŰŰƗȦ�
�ƐŰȫ�XłĔĸ�½ȫ�>łłôĭŸîĪȦ�Òĸô��=��%ÒƐęô�
Xłşôłĸȫ��úÒş�şłƑȦ�ĭúČŰ�Űł�şęčĔŰȥ��ƐŰȫ�XÒîĪ��ȫ�
ełşčÒĸȦ��ƐŰȫ�>úłşčú�Eȫ�ZęşĪȦ��ƐŰȫ��łĶ�Eȫ�
XłĸúŦȦ�Òĸô��Ŝĭȫ�EúĸşƗ��ÒĪúȦ�Xşȫ�
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�¥ȫ�ȫ�eÒşęĸú��łşŜŦ�¥�e��ȪǵǸǷǸǵȦ� 
%łîŸĶúĸŰ�J%�Ȫ�E��ǵǶ�Íe�ÄǳɁǰǷǯɁǱǯ

gÒƐÒħł��łôú��ÒĭĪúşŦ��şęƐÒŰú�=ęşŦŰ��ĭÒŦŦ��şúŦŰłĸ��łĭúôł�ȹĭúČŰȺ�Òĸô��şęƐÒŰú�=ęşŦŰ��ĭÒŦŦ�=şÒĸĪ�
�łĭúôł�ȹşęčĔŰȺȦ�îłŸŦęĸŦȦ�ÒŰŰÒîĔúô�Űł�Ò�eÒşęĸú�ÒşŰęĭĭúşƗ�şúčęĶúĸŰ�ęĸ�ŰĔú��łŸŰĔ��Òîęƥî�şúĭÒƗ�
łşôúşŦ�łƐúş�Ò�ƥúĭô�şÒôęłȫ�
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�¥ȫ�ȫ�eÒşęĸú��łşŜŦ�¥�e��ȪǴǶǷǶǴȦ�%łîŸĶúĸŰ�J%�Ȫ�E��ǵǶ�Íe�ÄǳɁǰǷǯɁǰǱ
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The most famous Indian veterans of WWII 
were the Navajo Code Talkers. The “original 
twenty-nine” were recruited from the Navajo 
Reservation. 

While in training, the original group invented 
220 terms over a period of months and then 
graduated from Camp Elliott in southern 
California. Once trained, the Marine Corps 
ŦúĸŰ�ŰĔú��łôú��ÒĭĪúşŦ�Űł�ŰĔú��Òîęƥî�=şłĸŰ�Űł�
a number of islands, including Bougainville, 
Guadalcanal, Peleliu, and Guam. The Code 
Talkers remained on active duty until the war 
ended (Crum 2014). 

Reservation economics continued to be a 
factor during the Korean War. Crow Indian 
veteran Ronald Stewart said, “I joined the 
army in 1952 at the age of twenty. I needed 
a job and really didn’t have any skills. After 
six weeks of basic training, I was sent to the 
frontline in Korea. I served in the army until 
1954 and was discharged. I wasn’t treated 
any different than any of the other soldiers.” 
(Robinson and Lucas 2008).

By the time of the Vietnam War, Indian 
Country had weathered termination 
policy and was entering the era of self-
determination. The 60s and 70s were times 
of united activism and asserting tribal 
sovereignty across the country. 

This was the social and political context 
of the 60s and 70s in Indian Country. It is 
ŦęčĸęƥîÒĸŰ�Űł�ŜłęĸŰ�łŸŰ�ŰĔúĸ�ŰĔÒŰ�łČ�ŰĔú�ǳǴȦǴǯǯ�
Indians in military service during the Vietnam 
War, 90 percent of them chose to enlist. It is 
regretful that many veterans of the Vietnam 
War did not receive the appropriate recognition 
for their service due to the opposition to the 
war. This was not the case in Indian Country. 

Indian communities share the belief and 
tradition in honoring all of their veterans. Most 
tribes have contemporary warrior societies that 
veterans belong to. For example, when an Indian 
veteran dies in the Confederated and Salish 
Kootenai tribal community, members of the 
warrior society attend the wake, taking turns 
standing at attention by the casket until the 
wake is completed which can take from one to 

Dan Waupoose, a Menomini chief, 
Īĸúúĭęĸč�ƑęŰĔ�Ò�şęƦú�Òĸô�ƑúÒşęĸč�Ò�
feathered headdress during training in 
�ĭčęúşŦȦ�\ÒȫȦ�¾¾JJȦ��ŸčŸŦŰ�ǱǳȦ�ǰǸǳǲȫ�
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ�ŰĔú�gÒŰęłĸÒĭ��şîĔęƐúŦȦ�ĸłȫ�ǷǯɁ>ɁǰǴǲǴǲǰ
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three days. The respect and honor shown bring 
great comfort to the family during their loss. 

Indian Country serves its veterans in 
łŰĔúş�ƑÒƗŦȫ��úŰŸşĸęĸč�ČşłĶ�ƑÒş�ęŦ�ôęČƥîŸĭŰ�
Òĸô�îúşŰÒęĸĭƗ�ŰĔú�şúîúĸŰ�îłĸƦęîŰŦ�ĔÒƐú�
demonstrated the stress and emotional 
cost on servicemen and women. What was 
once an unknown acronym, PTSD, is now 
a common household term. Indian people 
share knowledge to support healing and 
cleansing after participating in and witnessing 
war. While not all Indian veterans choose to 
utilize ceremony and tradition as one of the 
roads back to everyday living, those that do 
demonstrate the power of ritual to heal. 

“My Navajo religion is my religion that I’ll 
never forget. They did a protection ceremony 
for me before I went overseas, and that’s what 
brought me back. And when I got back, they 
did another one to purify my soul. This one 
medicine man did that for me.” Harold Foster, 
Navajo Codetalker (Robinson and Lucas 2008).

The Confederated Salish and Kootenai 
Tribes of Montana wanted to do something 
ŦęčĸęƥîÒĸŰ�Űł�Ĕłĸłş�ŰşęíÒĭ�ĶúĶíúş�ƐúŰúşÒĸŦȫ�
The tribal council decided to commission a 
new Veteran’s Memorial. There was an older 
installation on the tribal complex grounds 
that included names of veterans. The council 
contracted with tribal-member artist Corky 
Clairmont to design and build the new 
memorial. Mr. Clairmont created a uniquely 
tribal memorial of a towering eagle made of 

ȹ\úČŰȺ��Ĕú�+Òčĭú��ęşîĭú�½úŰúşÒĸŦ�
Wall of Remembrance, at 
the Confederated Salish and 
ZłłŰúĸÒę�ŰşęíÒĭ�čłƐúşĸĶúĸŰ�
complex on the Flathead 
�úŦúşƐÒŰęłĸȦ��ÒíĭłȦ�ełĸŰÒĸÒȫ�
JĶÒčú��łŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ��úŰĔÒĸƗ�%ȫ�EÒŸúş

ȹíúĭłƑȺ��şęƐÒŰú�=ęşŦŰ��ĭÒŦŦ�
\łŸęŦ��ĔÒşĭúŦ��ĔÒşĭł�ƑĔł�ƑÒŦ�
ŜłŦŰĔŸĶłŸŦĭƗ�ÒƑÒşôúô�ŰĔú��şłĸƠú�
Star for his heroic attempt to 
rescue a wounded fellow soldier, 
�şęƐÒŰú�+ô�eî\ÒŸčĔĭęĸ�ČşłĶ�ŰĔú�
JƑł�XęĶÒ�íÒŰŰĭúƥúĭô�ĪĸłƑĸ�ÒŦ�ŰĔú�
Meat Grinder. 
JĶÒčú�îłŸşŰúŦƗ�łČ��úŰĔÒĸƗ�%ȫ�EÒŸúş
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black stone with its wings extended. Writing 
and images are etched into the stone on both 
sides. An image of Louis Charles Charlo is 
on the memorial along with a brief record 
of his military service as a marine in WWII. 
Louis was the great grandson of Small Claw of 
the Grizzly Bear (Chief Charlo), who was the 
principal leader of the Montana Salish from 
the time of his father, Plenty Horse’s death in 
1870 until his own death in 1910. 

Private First Class Louis Charlo was part of 
ŰĔú�ƥúşîú�íÒŰŰĭú�Čłş�JƑł�XęĶÒȦ�Òĸô�ƑÒŦ�ęĸ�łĸú�
of the two patrols on the mission to reach 
the summit of Mount Suribachi. Only one 
group, the one that Charlo was in, reached 
ŰĔú�ŦŸĶĶęŰ�ŰĔÒŰ�Ķłşĸęĸč�Òĸô�şÒęŦúô�ŰĔú�ƥşŦŰ�
ƦÒč�łĸ�JƑł�XęĶÒȫ��Ĕú�čşłŸŜ�şúŰŸşĸúô�Űł�ŰĔúęş�
platoon and a second group made the ascent, 
including Charlo. When this second group 
reached the summit they found a length of 
ŜęŜú�Űł�ŦúîŸşú�Űł�ęŰ�ŰĔú�¥ȫ�ȫ�ƦÒč�ČşłĶ�ŰĔú�
USS Missoula. This of course is the iconic 
ƦÒč�şÒęŦęĸč�ŰĔÒŰ�ęŦ�úŰîĔúô�ęĸ�ŰĔú�ĶęĸôŦ�łČ�
Americans when they think of the battle for 
JƑł�XęĶÒȫ�Jĸ�ŰĔęŦ�ƦÒč�şÒęŦęĸčȦ�JşÒ�EÒƗúŦȦ�Ò��ęĶÒ�

�ÒęŦęĸč�łČ�ŰĔú�ƥşŦŰ�ƦÒč�łĸ�eŰȫ��ŸşęíÒîĔę�
łĸ�JƑł�XęĶÒȦ�=úíşŸÒşƗ�ǱǲȦ�ǰǸǳǴȫ��Ĕú�ƦÒč�
ƑÒŦ�ŰÒĪúĸ�ČşłĶ�ŰĔú�¥���eęŦŦłŸĭÒ�Òĸô�
�şęƐÒŰú�=ęşŦŰ��ĭÒŦŦ�\łŸęŦ��ĔÒşĭúŦ��ĔÒşĭłȦ�
łČ�ŰĔú�ełĸŰÒĸÒ��ęŰŰúşşłłŰ��ÒĭęŦĔ�ĔúĭŜúô�Űł�
şÒęŦú�ŰĔęŦ�ƦÒč�ôŸşęĸč�ŰĔú�íÒŰŰĭúȫ�
Image courtesy of the Defense Department - U.S. Navy;  
ŜĔłŰł�íƗ�\łŸ�\łƑúşƗ
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Indian from Arizona is prominently featured 
and was later utilized in public relations for 
the war effort. Louis Charlo’s patrol who 
ĶÒôú�ęŰ�Űł�ŰĔú�ŰłŜ�Òĸô�şÒęŦúô�ŰĔú�ƥşŦŰ�ƦÒč�
have been lost in obscure history. But Charlo’s 
deeds remain alive among the members of 
his community, and now are recorded on the 
tribal veteran memorial in Pablo, Montana. 

In the last letter Charlo wrote to his parents, 
sometime during that following week, he wrote, 
“I was part of the fracas atop Suribachi.” 
Louis Charlo died less than a week later, killed 
as he was attempting to rescue Private Ed 
McLaughlin, a wounded buddy stranded in an 
ÒşúÒ�łČ�ŰĔú�JƑł�XęĶÒ�íÒŰŰĭúƥúĭô�ĪĸłƑĸ�ÒŦ�ŰĔú�
Meat Grinder. Charlo was carrying McLaughlin 
on his back and both were killed just a few feet 
from safety, according to Ray Whelan, Charlo’s 
platoon leader (McNeel 2011).

The Veteran Warrior Society on the 
Flathead Indian Reservation, home of the 
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, is 
working to see that Louis Charlo is granted 
the Medal of Honor posthumously. Montana 
Senator Max Baucus was able to have Charlo’s 

Bronze Medal changed to a Silver Medal. The 
Veteran Warrior Society hopes this is a step 
forward to acknowledging Charlo’s heroic 
actions they believe are deserving of the 
highest recognition.

There are so many stories similar to 
that of Louis Charles Charlo. Not every 
ÒîŰęłĸ�łČ�ŦÒîşęƥîú�Òĸô�îłŸşÒčú�ęŦ�ĪĸłƑĸ�
or acknowledged. Long ago battle deeds 
were told among the tribe and warriors were 
honored with eagle feathers and status in the 
community. Certainly today, it is impossible 
to recognize all those deserving. This 
underscores the need for respect afforded to 
all those in military service. Indian Country 
has honored this need. 
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